
This work deals with short prose by Peter Handke: Das Gewicht der Welt (1977), Die
Geschichte des Bleistifts (1982), Versuch über die Müdigkeit (1990), Versuch über die
Jukebox (1990), Versuch über den geglückten Tag (1991) and Nachmittag eines Schriftstellers
(1987).
In the texts we meet with diary records (Gewicht and Geschichte) and more or less
continuously narrated story (Versuche und Nachmittag). Autobiography as a genre cannot be
clearly defined from relating genres such as diaries or memoirs – they usually differ by some
signs. On the other hand, it can be said that all texts mentioned above contain
autobiographical moments eventhough they vary formally. In the narration both the first and
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the third person singular is used and some diary records make an impression as if the subject
was missing entirely.
Handke´s books are not autobiographies of a type: I remember, In those days (though
these can be also found in a particular form). They rather represent autobiographies of the
author which contain a number of notes, ideas and reflections considering his life together
with language, meaning they always think how to express the experience in words. The texts
can be considered as autobiographies because in the stage of the text the hero I is met, who,
moreover, is the writer, writing in I. In the centre of attention is the problem of subjectivity,
which is expressed by writing, the problem of I and its relation to the world and its changes in
everyday life.
Eventhough in the books the realia from Handke´s life appear, we think that this I
from the above mentioned texts cannot be identified with Handke himself because it is a
subject which came into existence in the process of the text. The identity among the author,
the narrator and the main character, in our opinion, does not exist. Also the realia change in
the text and the fiction participates in their change.


